California State Library
Sacramento 9,
California

Campus Chest Meeting
There nih be a meeting today
of all generals, captains and privates workifig on the Cam pus
Chest I/rIve at 2:30 p.m. in the
Student Union.
Joe ’ Vt’ondrack. chairman of
personal solicitation, urged all students, participating in this drive to
attend the meeting.
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CI::4Ady But Clearing
Cloudy but clearing IS the Weatherrnan’s prediction for the Santa
Clura Valley today. The fun-easter
- ’anticipates a slightly lower tellsperutore, with the high ranging
between 58 *ad 64 degrees, and
southerly winds of it Si, 15 miles
an hour.
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Housing Lists To Include Discrimination Information
Labor Council Plans
Non-Public Meeting
By BILL GODFREY
The Central Labor Council of
Santa Clara County will meet behind locked doors tomorrow night
to discuss its recent resolution
expressing a vote of confidence in
SJS administrative policies.
A council spokesman informed The Spartan Daily that the
"meeting would not be open to
the public."
At the Council’s last meeting
held a week ago, some members
protested that the resolution was
not a true indication of the labor
council’s feelings, and that it had
not been passed according to due
process.
Proposed and drawn op by the
council’s education committee
the resolution, as passed by the
Central Labor Council, reads:
Whereas, organized labor believes that education must be the
primary purpose of an educational
Institution, and
Whereas, we believe that San
Jose State Colege has achieved a
distinguished position among the
leading institutions .of higher education in California, and
Whereas, we believe the leadership of Pres Wahlquist as an ed-

ucational statesman has been the
indispensable factor in the success
of San Jose State College, and
Whereas, recent criticism of the
administration’s athletic policy by
a "Citizen’s Committee for a Progressive San Jose State College"
is ill-conceived, ill advised, and
not truly representative of community opinion, therefore be it
Resolved, that the Central Labor
Council of Santa Clara County expresses a vote of confidence in the
integrity and wisdom of the
School Administration’s policies,
and urges citizens, alumni, and all
those who have at heart the continued progress of San Jose State
College, to support Pres. Wahlquist
in keeping the college among the
truly great institutions of higher
learning in California, and be it
finally
Resolved, that copies of this
resolution be sent to Gov. Knight,
Dr, Roy Simpson, Sen. Thompson,
Assemblyman Bruce Allen, Assemblyman Clark Bradley. Dr.
Wahlquist, the Union Gazette and
the public press.
Meanwhile, the postponement
of Tuesday’s meetidg at Sacramento between state Depart-

ment of Education officials,
Pres. John T. Vl’aililquist and
booster club representatives has
created little concern among
supporters of an athletic policy
change.
Dick Boyd, Alumni Assn. and
Spar-iTen Club field director, said
that there was no reason to believe that all parties concerned
were not acting in good faith and
would reschedule the meeting as
soon as possible.
Glenn S. Ilartranft, Men’s Physical Education Department head,
when asked if the postponement
of the meeting might have an effect of taking the emphasis off
football since the season is over,
said:
"I don’t see why the postponement of the meeting should hate
any effect on the decisions that
will be reached. I know that it
will not have any effect on my
attitude, or, I bellese, that of
Pres. Wahlquist.
The office of Dr. Roy E. Simpson, state superintendent of public ’ instruction, reported yesterday that Dr. J. Burton Vasche.
State College Division head, was
still "extremely ill." a n d they
could not predict when he might
return to work or the meeting,
which was postponed because of
his illness, ro,,ObAulect

ASB President Receives
$400 Expense Account Raise Instruction Qualify
The Student Council yesterday
approved a recommendation by
the Board of Control for a $400
raise in the ASB President’s expense account.
The present policy calling for
$900 would thus he raised to
$61141. The additional $400 will
In’ taken from the general fund,
according to Chuck Miller, ASB
treasurer.
Miller said a survey was made
to see how other schools handled
the presidential expense problem.
The recommendation was not
made to be financing student activities, but to cover expenses incurred with the office of president, he said. He noted that the
president must now pay many expenses from his own pocket which
will be covered by the additional
funds.
Bill McLean, ASB prosecuting
attorney, reporting on the Student
Court, said that of the 20 organizations summoned to appear before the court, only 10 have re-

plied so far. Ile stated that the
court is having difficulty with organizations not paying the fines
imposed upon them, or not replying to the summonses.
Don Ryan, ASB president: noted
that the student body by-laws
state that the Student Court has
the power to revoke recognition
of campus organizations.
Al Walburg, vice president, suggested that recognition of organizations that have not replied to the
summonses by the time the trials
are over should be revoked for
one semester or one year.
Don Ryan, ASS president, reported that a committee met last
night to form a definite statement
of the procedure to be followed by
campus organizations to receive
ASB funds,

Of College Staffs
On ’Sharp Decline’
FRESNO (1’1’) Fle,mo State
College President Arnold E. Joyal
declared yesterday the quality of
college teaching staffs is on a
sharp down grade and unless
checked will have a serious effect
on industry.
Joyal’s statement resulted from
new duties he has assumed as a
member of the Executive Committee of the Association of Higher
Education of the National Education Association.
He said one way to combat the
problem is increased salaries. He
added that teaching work loads also should be examined.

YA GOTTA HAVE HEART

S.J. Mayor
To Speak

Compiled from wire services
Cape Canaveral, Ha. T h e
much -delayed firing of the Vanguard rocket, t1.4 vehicle designed
to launch America’s first earth
satellite into its orbit in space, has
been "postponed indefinitely," a
Navy spokesman said late last
night.
An Air Force official said 3:30
p.m. PST today has been set as
the latest tentative launching time.
The Navy said the indefinite
postponement Came Us the result
of "technical difficulties" which
caused delay after delay and
"pushed crews to the point where
further sustained launching efforts could prove dangerous to
the successful completion of the
program."

By ESTELLA COX
Future lists of private housing
available to students will include
notations indicating which accommodations are offered on a nondiscriminatory basis as result of a
housing policy statement issued
yesterday by Pres. John T. Wahl(1uist.
Student housing policy opposing discrimination based on race,
religion or national origin was
formed after conferences with
Dean of Students Stanley C. Benz,
Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, housing
counselors and other college administrators.

POLICY STATEMENT
’TECHNICAL ADJUSTMENTS’
The statement reads as follows:
The Air Force said several fur"As a public, tax-supported inther "technical adjustments"
stitution of higher learning, San
would have to be made before the
Engineer% at Cape Canaveral, Fla., limn( him;
,arefnlly InJose State College is dedicated to
stall 6.4 -inch test Sphere atop third %time of test rocket. LaunchVanguard can be tired.
idiot" by International
ing lio lwen intlefloltelt ’ poidpotied
providing an education for all
The vehicle will have to be
students who can meet entrance
drained of its fuel supply of liquid
requirements and maintain the
oxygen before the needed adjustnecessary academic standards rements can be completed, according
gardless of their race, religion or
to the Navy.
national origin. In harmony with
The Navy spokesman said adthis purpose, the administration of
verse weather conditions contriSan Jose State College makes all
buted to yesterday’s difficulties.
college -owned housing available
He said the Vanguard probably
to all students without regard Si’
would be launched today, weather
By BOB KAUTH
titee, creed or cultural heritage,
conditions permitting. He empha"I plan to make restitution for any property damages," Th e Spar- The college also encourages all
sized, however, that no definite
tan Daily was told yesterday by David P. Armentrout, one of t
SJS citizens of San Jose who rent livlaunching time had been scheduled.
students who pleaded gu,Ity to police charges of throw-i ing quarters to students likewise
He said no count down would be engineering
ing home-made bombs throughout Los Altos last week.
to make their aceomodations avanneeded today.
The Los Altos youths, Armentrout, 20. of 330 Angels S t., and able to all students on the basis
of
Warren C. Rosvold, 19, of 921 Springer SE, will appear in t he Los character rather than race, reWORKERS DISAPPOINTED
Observers described workers at Altos Municipal Court for sentencing at 2 p.m. Friday, after ,,having ligion or cultural background."
the site as "disappointed but not pleaded guilty to charges of mati-*
Householders renting to stiidepressed" by yesterday’s series cious mischief and distrurbing the
dents will be informed of the
peace.
of delays.
college policy, Dean Benz stated.
The possible sentence carries a
The Vanguard firing originally
However, in the past the college
scheduled for 5:55 a.m. EST yes- maximum penalty of 6500 and 6
has been operating on a similar
terday, was postponed a number months or possible probation. A
Anyone (Ind a dr
7 A large basis although unwritten, he addof times during the day. Officials probation report will be presented
bag%
drum
belonging
to Blue ed.
gave no specific reasons for the at Friday’s hearing.
hontirar)
Hey.
national
fratern- COMMENDATION
Arrnentrout said that he leArndelays.
Letters of commendation will
Navy and Air Force representa- ed to make the bombs from the ity, disappeared us fess minutes
tives denied that inter-service knowledge acquired in high school before the Homecoming Parade be sent to the 30 out of 132 inrivalry had anything to do with and college chemistry. It was just and has been miming eser Mae& terviewed} householders who signIf any person knows what ed a statement agreeing to rent
the delay in attempting to launch done as an "ordinary prank." Arthe first American artificial moon. mentrout said, pointing out that happened to the Blue Key bass to students of "good character
. please contact Robert
without regard to race, religion or
a six-inch sphere expected to go he was quite sure "no permanent dr
acids Iii... adviiier, In ROOM national background." Many
into orbit at a height of 300 miles. damage was don.’."
householders who agreed to the
One bomb was placed in a tele- 249.
’BUGS’ DELAY FIRING
policy did not sign the statement.
phone booth. "We wanted to see
Scientists and technicians at the
7’wo surveys to determine stuwhat it would sound like when it
Cape Canaveral Missile Test Cen- was muffled," Arment rout explaindent and householders’ opinions
ter labored all through Tuesday
concerning discriminative housing
ed. That the bomb was
hguone’rewop
night in an effort to overcome the
were circulated last spring by the
to blow "one of the hinge,
"bugs" which delayed the firing of
Social Action Committee of the
the 72-foot, three-stage Vanguard. loose" came as quite a surprise to
1Student Y. Approximately 21100
Winds of 25 miles an hour would the youths.
Incomplete totals from the persons signed the petition.
cause further postponement today.
When asked why the bombs had Campus Chest Drive indicate that
Winds of 23 miles an hour were
been made and thrown. Armen- the chive is falling short of its
prevalent in the area yesterday.
that ’Alley just $2500 goal.
Indications were that the wind trout explained
A report from the Student Afwould not hit more than 20 miles wanted to see Im o much noise the fairs Business Office shows that
wn,l1,1 make
an hour today.
$646.45 has been turned in so far
Robert Hare, assistant professor
to the drive which began on Nov.
of music, will wield the baton to13.
Robert Baron, activities adviser, night as the San Jose Junior Symreported today that donations from phony Orchestra presents its 11th
the personal solicitation phase of concert at S p.m. in the Concert
the drive have not been turned in. Hall of the Music Building.
There will be no admission
These probably will boost the total
charge and the public is invited.
considerably, Baron said.
The program will include "The
The Campus Chest Drive last
By MAXWELL SHAPIRO
naissance Era of art and explor- year reached a total of $1500, Ba- Secret Marriage Overture," "Suite
Armand Salacrou’s "The World ation.
ron said. This drive aids Corn- for String Orchestra," "Symphony
is Round" will have its American
Played counterpoint against the munity Chest, World University in D Major," "The Concerto Grospremiere tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. larger theme is the story: of two Service. Hungarian Relief. Heart so" and "Ballet Egyptian."
in the College Theater.
Assn., Cancer Assn. and Muscular
lovers, Silvio and Lucciana.
The period play was translated
Dr. Clancy concedes that the Dystrophy Assn,
from the French by Dr. James H. play is extremely difficult to do.
Events held to raise money for &Clancy, professor of drama, who "I only hope that our ’nodule- the drive included a faculty aucV*111 alsn direct it. Renaissance set. Don sill not obscure the real tion. classroom solicitation. ex- 111
tines and costumes have been de- force, originality and 1,A ...inn chance lunches and dinners and
Why not give
signed by J. Wendell Johnson and that underlie the seemingls er- personal solicitation.
your girl CI
Berneice Prisk. respectively. Ken ratic hut always brilliant tarThe Campus Chest Drive is he- is
nice big bottle
Dorst will handle the lighting.
fare of Sal:wrote% play," he add - ing conducted this year by the mm
for Christmas?
-The World Is. Round" is not
newly-fos-med Community Service
Of perfume,
a conventional play. FundamenSupport= Paulsen will be a Committee.
naturally.
serious
tally a
drama. It has large cast ’tali:ding: Marlene BaWe’ve got on
comic elements and ’Mire mixed logh, Marcia Taylor, Phyllis Parobscure cologne
In. Dr. Clancy deierlbea the
menter. Shirley Ahern. Sally
called Chanel No. 5
theme ag Muin’s spiritual strugJoseph Markham. John Wilfor a surprisingly
Sparta Key, SJS student-taut-11m
gle and his search for Get"
son. Richard Johnston. Jay Miche.
small price.
ty
directory,
is
on
sale
Uptoday
in
The clash of opposing to
Philip
Rossomme,
Richard
Ifs,
comes about through the conflict ton, Anthony Cirone, Charles A. the Outer and Library Quads for ’
of religious extremists, in this case Cook, Robert McNamara, Wallace 50 cents, according to Dale Scott, !
personified by Savanarola, played Landfond and James Dunn.
chairman of the Student Public ra
by Ivan Paulsen, and the worldly
The play repeats on Saturday Relations Committee, which pub.VIRArtes
lishes the booklet.
characters caught up In the Re- and again on Dec 12-14
AAP,

Pranksters Face Judge,
Will Pay for Damages

Big Bass Drum
Still Quite Lost

Ch est Drive
Falling Short

Junior Symphony
’Concert Tonight

SJS To Premiere
’World Is Round’

San Jose’N Mapn. Robert Doerr,
San Jose State graduate, will
speak in Morris Dailey Auditorium tomorrow at 11:30 a.m, on the
subject "GermanyPast, Present
and Future."
Mayor Doerr, who recently attended the German Council of
Mayors, as a representative American public official, will be introduced by SJS President Dr. John
T. Wahlquist.
The mayor has been to Germany
three tales. In 1936 Germany was
one of nine European countries
which he visited and during World
War II he was stationed there for
a year.
While attending SJS, Mayor
Doerr was vice president of ,the
student body, president of the Junior Class, member of Tall Delta
Phi and soccer lettermad,

41111111m..

Author To Speak
Author Stanford Whitmore will
speak to members of Pegasus, honorary creative writing society, ano
the English Major-Minor Club tonight at 7:30 in the Student Union.
All English majors and minors
are invited to attend the meeting

Satellite Firing Pres. Wahlquist Issues Statement
Is Postponed Dedicated To Oppose Racial Bias
By Air Force
Homeowners
Pledge Help

ton,

Jig, Mk -hells, as RIM, and Sally Cotton. as Luecians, enact a
"The World Is Round." 545 production which
tender eene fr
starts tomorrow night. photo by Mary tioefg,

Cot-

Sparta Key on Sale

&due" oi Opinion

Spaztifinaity
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Same Direction
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Sputnik, Muttnik, Nutnik
We’re in a Rutnik
By DOC QUIGG
NEW YORK (UP)- What this
country needs is a cessation of
gags basing to do with a play
on the popular word for the first
man-made earth satellites.
Orbiting about our heads like
flippant gadflies are Sputnik. Muttnik, and of course, for the Christmas season, a Saintnik.
In the interests of killing off
this insidious thing once and for
all, let us compile a little list of
cornball "Uttniks" a n d maybe,
under its impetus, we can whoosh
the whole fad into the cold limbo
of outer space. All right, blast
off
Wee home for space living: Hutnik.
Satellite containing a goat: Buttnik.
Satellite that ascends slowly.
feebly, as if tapped across a green
by a golfer: Puttnik.
American satellite answer to
Soviet claims: Rebutnik.
First satellite mental institution: Nutnik.
What the present, early models
will be called when the big, new
planet -travel superrnodels come
along: Putt-Puttnik.
Satellite which is one too many
for traffic: Glutnik.
Satellite office for scandal sheet:
Smutnik.
And, if you want to get a bit off
the thyme, a satellite which fails
to work is, obviously, a Dudnik;
and the cow that jumps over the
moon will probably do it in a
heaven forfend Cudnik.
In an admonishing letter to the
New York Times, a learned professor tells us we’re way off course

10PS INDIAMONDS

in pronouncing the "U" in "Sputnik" as if it were the "u" in "but."
The way the Russians pronounce
it, he says, is approximately as the
"oo" in "hoot."
Oh, no. Please don’t. This will
only open a whole new freshet of
cocktail -time orbiting corn: Hootniks, Rootniks, Tootniks, Be tYour-Bootniks, Do-Your-Dootniks,
juvenile delinquents in Zootniks,
atom-warhead shootniks.
The professor gives as the correct (Russian) pronunciation, to
which a e should confirm, approximately this: "Spoot-nyeek."
To any such, I’m forced to send
up an emphatic Tutt-’Puttnik.
What we speak is the American
language, and its mother tongue
is Englishand I’m willing to follow the speech lead of Sir Winston Churchill in keeping it strictly English.
During the second World War,
when we were all told that the
correct way to pronounce Nazi was
Not-si." did Churchill succumb?
Of course not. In his speeches he
called it "Na-a--a-zi" with a resounding gusto.
But as for the awful jokes, let’s
desist. We’re in a Rutnik.

Spartan Twirlers
Elect Officers
Spartan Twirlers recently elected new officers who will serve until June, according to Art Smith,
past president.
Newly elected officers are Vernon Neils. president; Helen Huebner, vice president; Florence Carlson, secretary; and Jason Wilson,
treasurer.
Those attending three or more
meetings will become members
and will be given a membership
tag.
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LA COCINA
CAFE
SPECIALIZING IN
MEXICAN DISHES

SUNDATS
CLOSED
SATURDAYS

Spanish and
Mexican food seasoned
just right Our enchiladas are something to
crow about.

We have
Shop

JEWELERS
1417 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
SAN JOSE
SE TWEEN RATSHORE OVERPASS AND
POW SARERVA, SUPER mARKFT

100, OFF WITH
ASB CARD

131 W. SANTA CLARA ST.
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By BOB KAUTH
... I APOLOGIZE: Upon being the final grades come out, but,
asked by Jim Drennan of "Matter I nevertheless, when an instructor
of Opinion," "Isn’t this one of the checking the roll recently asked a
best Lyke issues published?" I student, "You thissed the last lecquickly thumbed through the ture, didn’t you?", the student remagazine, noting the over-devel- plied, "No, not much."
. . . A SWEET S E T BACK:
oped photograph of mpst-lykeable
prof, Loren Cockrell, and the less- Overheard at the Creamery, a stuthan-average number of coed dent ordered, "Ham and eggs overphotos, and replied, "Nopc; sure easy."
"Ham and over-easy," called the
don’t think so." However, after
reading the magazine I have waitress.
"No, eggs over-easy," corrected
changed my tune, now singing
praise for Lyke and agreeing that the student.
"Coffee?" questioned the wait it is a noteworthy issue Of special
interest is Gene Tessandori’s ar"No, milk." corrected the stuticle on "Murder, Mayhem end
Mother," concerning the current dent; -You see, I’m an athlete."
"Oh," she cooed, "you could have
"sadistic humor" craze. (Lyke is
still being sold in the Spartan fooled me."
Book Store.)
WHY GO STANFORD: Dr.
. . . TURN OFF: Although it Victor Carson of the Engineering
may seem to be a silly thing to Department assures us, "It’s not
do, the report is that a group of the college that makes the stu12 students were "walking" back dents; it’s the students that make
from Alum Rock Park in the mid- the college."
,.,S0 TRUE: Whether Rome is
dle of a dark and moonless night
recently. As they were making burning or has been burnt, Mason
twir way through the foggy, cold Brown of Kappa Alpha Mu says.
! I ,Mt,
the distant but welcome "Women always talk with exclaii.:hts of San Jose were discerned. mation points."
But Bunny Robinson of Kappa
And one of the group quiped "Hey,
Delta declares, "No, we don’t!"
men, looks like a ani-rash’"
? . . SAVOIR-FAIRE: Larry
To this another replied. "T’ain’t
no mirage; that’s the Aragon Ball- Kaufman of Alpha Delta Sigma
room." THE BUBBLE MACHINE recommends, "Little boys should
be ’obscene’ and not heard."
... BUCK ROGERS’ STYLE: A
top-rocket qualified pilot at Edwards Air Force Base, Capt. Iven
Kincheloe, USAF, is furnished with
a 1930 model "A," and the "cardinal rule" for maintenance, the Entered as second class metier April
Captain says, is ". .
leave it 24, 1934, at San Jose, Calif., under the
act of March 3 1879 Member Califoralone if its running at all." This nia Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
spring, however, Capt. Kincheloe is Published dady by the Associated Stuexpecting to step from the model dent. of San Jose State College, except
"A" and climb aboard an X-15, re- Saturday end Sunday, during the college
year with one issue during each final
search rocket aircraft and a fore- examination period.
runner of a "man -space platform,"
Press of +he Globe Printing Co.
and be rocket propelled to the or1445 South F,rst St., San Jose, Calif.
Subscriptions
accepted only on
rebit altitude of Sputnik I. The
Captain is scheduled to lecture mainder -of-school year basis. In fall semester, $4; in spring semester, $2.
here Dec. 11 on "High Speed Flight Telephone: CYpress 4-6414 Editorial,
and Altitude Problems."
Fat. 210. Advertising, Ext. 211.
Editor
LEIGH WEIMERS
CLOTHES MAKE THZ
. .
Business
LARRY KAUFMAN
MAN: A speech and drama in- Day Editor, Kai....
this issueLOLA SHERMAN
structor recently informed tile
class that the Little Theater productions were supported by the
people of San Jose. She testified,
"I’ve attended plays time after
time and have never seen mari,
Or
students there.
After a bit of mental gum -chewing. Louie Barrozzi offered the.
solution, "Maybe they are students,
but you don’t recognize them all decked out in their best duds."
WHAT PRICE WIT: Maybe
he will wish he would have when

Spa2tana

Dear Thrust and Par!):
This letter is not ot reprisal or
defense. I should like to point out
to Mr. Simpkins, ASB A9910, that
he is arguing in the same direction as I.
I must assume that the above
named gentleman is a beginning
freshman from his choice of words,
lack of proof of his points, and
limited vocabulary.
It seems that Mr. Simpkins has
made all football players P. E.
majors. In his opening statements
he says that football players "hell)
themselves" to know from first
hand experience, problems faced
by the player.
What is the point of this statement? Everyone will agree that
if one plays the game he will get
first hand information through experience. But where does this help
the student body, administration
and alumni? Secondly, to teach
students the spirit of competition.
This is a very true statement.. But
in order to teach of this spirit,
must he win "every time?"
Thirdly, to teach physical culture with insight to bodily functions and limitations. Must the
player be an All-American or even
on a championship team to teach
this? The fourth point sums up
the first three points -awkwardly,
but it’s there. Being on a team that
always wins or always loses does
not mean that the player will be
a good or bad coach. It is up to
the individual as to his own abilities.
May I pass on a lesson that I
learned a few years ago? "Read
what is written, do not read what
is not between the lines." I have
played football and have done a
little high school assistant coaching . . I like to be on a winning
team but I am mature enough to
cheer for a losing team as well.
Be sure you know what you are
proud of .
. my feelings go to
the player. With studies and practice, he cannot work. Who shall
pay his board and room? Can you
afford him, Mr. Simpkins? If you
can, will you?
Your letter, sir, did not say
much, but I enjoyed the humor.
R. D. Spatz
ASB A8481
I ******** ***************
*
*
*
ctar tint e
*
*
*
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HOLLYWOOD (UP) Singer
Nat (King) Cole has blamed previous commitments for his decision to give up his weekly, 30minute variety show on NBC-TV.
The negro entertainer, first of
his race to emcee a TV series, said
his last show will be Dec. 17. Cole
began his emcee role as a summer
replacement in June, 1956, graduating from a 15 to a 30-minute
program.
"Due to personal appearances
previously contracted for, it becomes necessary for me to turn
down a new series which NBC offered me," Cole said.
"However, at this time I wish
to express my gratitude to the
network and sincerely hope that
at some future time it will be
possible for me to be back with
the NBC family."

By JIM DRENNAN
Suddenly it’s 197iS
Or so it seems trim’ the glittering parade of gas -starved, chromecluttered new cars which make this year’s models as obsolete as the
American Sputnik.
The new ear season has triggered the Great American Beauty
Contest. With own’ pretense of Judgment and svith higher stakes
than are found in the MiSS America sweepstakes, 00 million experts are judging every bulge, curve and line of the new models.
And their judgment, faulty as it often may be, can decide the
gain or loss of millions of dollars.
This year the field is crowded, but there’s not much new. Just

more.
More gadgets, and more things to go wrong. Pity the poor
Edsel or !Mercury owner with a dead battery. With the electrically -operated automatic transmissions, there’s no way to shift Into
drive to get a push.
More chrome, too. In fact, it’s been rumored that car washes
may change from soap to silver polish.
More horsepower, as the accident rate continues its merry ascent;
and, of course, more length, as the highways become increasingly
jammed.
This endless spiral of more, ***** re, more, IIIIS led some to ask:
Is Detroit losing its mind? Why is good taste and 111111111011 sense
being sacrificed on the altar of gaudiness?
The answer: Money.
It isn’t that the automakers have no appreciation for real beauty
and functional design. It’s just that it usually doesn’t pay.
Item: Studebaker has been voted time and time again America’s most beautiful ear. The art critics applauded. The buyers
didn’t. The company its now on the verge of bankruptcy.
Item: Chrysler products for years were functionally built, "from
the inside out." They were compact, well -engineered and even provided headroom. They laid a big fat egg. Now that the "Forward
Look" has been adopted (the only excuse for the high fins seems to
be that they make the cars 20 per cent harder to overturn in a hurricane), sales have skyrocketed.
Item: General Motors held the line on chrome in 1957, emphasizing the more restrained "sculptured" styling. Sales suffered a sharp
loss, and the new GM models are the chromiest on the highway. (No
pun intended.)
One can hardly blame the big companies for submitting to
the bad taste of the majority of American auto buyers.

w’th

Maxghulman
(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

WHAT TO DO TILL THE
PSYCHIATRIST COMES
Once upon a time at the University of Virginia there was
a coed named, oddly enough, Virginia University who was
handsome and kindly and intelligent and ingeniously constructed and majoring in psychology. Virginia went steady
with a young man on campus named, oddly enoligh,
Oddly Enough who was supple and fair and lithe and animated and majoring in phys ed.
Virginia and Oddly enjoyed a romance that was as
idyllic as a summer day, as placid ate a millpond. Never
did they fightnever, never, never !because Virginia,
who was majoring in psychology, did not believe in fighting. "Fighting," she often said, "settles nothing. The scientific way is to look calmly for the cause of the friction."
So whenever she and Oddly were on the, verge of a
quarrel, she used to whip out a series of ink blot tests and
they would discover the true underlying cause of their
dispute and deal with it in an enlightened, dispassionate
manner. Then, the irritant removed, their romance would
resume its tranquil, serene, unruffled course.
After six months of this sedate liaison, Oddly was so
bored he could spit. He loved Virginia well enough, but
he also believed that people in love ought to fight now
and then. "It opens the pores," he said. "And besides, West) much fun making up afterwards."
But Virginia would not be provoked into a quarrel.
One night Oddly tried very hard. "Hey," he said to her,
"your hair looks like a bat’s nest and your ears look like
last year’s turnips and your face looks like a pan of worms
and as for your head, I’ve seen better heads on newel
posts."
"My goodness, we’re hostile tonight!" said Virginia
cheerfully and whipped 120 Rorschach cards out of her
reticule. "Come," she said, "let us examine your psychic
apparatus."

TOP SIRLOIN
NEW YORK

PICK
UP

TEAKS
Salad, Baked Potato,
Chili, Roll and Buffer

and

’1"

V

CT 34668

They kept warning me this would
happen if I didn’t think of some super
way to describe that absolutely unique
good taste of Coca-Cola. So who’s a
Shakespeare? So no ad ... that’s bad!
But, there’s always Coke.
and that’s good!

went to
Nei Guys and Cc
hay.
tuit or dress cleaned and
pressed for a special date? Tr,y’s
friendly staff will help you out
ylur cleeninri and laundry days. 3’
r.’nOtues roe our business
MONEY SNORT
IS% Discount on Cash and Carry

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
bottled under authority of This Coca-Coia Company by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF SAN JOSE

TROY
Laundry & Cleaners
722 Almaden, San Jose

MAN . . . This Is Man-Sized

JULIAN

FOR

STEAKS

(STATE’S FAVORITE EATERY)

North Fourth at Julian

tge5

adna-gethkhe 4101.

Oddly tried again. "Who makes your clothes?" he
sneered. "Bethlehem Steel?"
"Hmm," said Virginia thoughtfully and lit a cigarette
"This sounds like an anxiety neurosis with totemism,
anagogic trauma, and a belt in the back."
"I hate you," said Oddly. "I hate your looks and your
clothes and your toenails and your relatives and the
cigarettes you smoke."
"Now, hold on, buster!" cried Virginia, her eyes crackling, her color mounting, her nostrils aflame. "Just. keep
civil tongue in your stupid head when you talk about
Marlboro! Nobody’s knocking that filter, that flavor,
that flip-top box while there’s breath in my body! It’s a
great cigarette, it’s a doozy, it’s a dilly, it’s a bearand
anybody who says a word against it gets this."
By "this" Virginia meant a series of combinations to
the head and liver, which she now delivered to Oddly and
turned on her heel and stormed away.
Oddly brought her down with a flyihg tackle. "I love
you," he said.
"And Marlboro?" said site.
"And Marlboro," said he.
And they kissed and plaited love knots in one another’s
hair end were married at Whitsun and smoked happily
E’Vel’

after.

111.

And you Inn, gentle readers, wilt smoke happily ever oiler.
once you try Marlboro, the cigarette that gives you such 4
Sol to likeincluding, we earnestly hope, this column.

Ads Conquer Eds
By HERB KANE

Depending on the swift legs of
Bob Eder, Ihi. boss legs of Bill
Boggle, and the complete pooped -out e
!Mon of the opposition. the Spartan Daily Ad Staff
defeated the Editorial Staff 3044
Monday afternoon at Spartan

The scribes were able to field
only six men, plus Randie Poe (El,
while the Ad staff fell-out ten
strong.
The Ad Staff scored first after
Speedster Eller intercepted a
Poe flat -paw and scampered Si)
yards for a TD, (In the next

Open at I P.M.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Ave., CY 7.9908
Nar th

Civic Auditorium

Th,irsdaN December 5, 1957

SPARTAN DAILYa

raced

SPARTANS RAISE NED

Ma’,

work, leasing the !scribes

tiauntr.,
Jack Kahn, Maxwell Shapiro,
John Sulastnidu, and Poe. It was

but the moaning.

Eder scored again on a 30-yard
pass from Martin, and then Doggie
scored on another pass, a 23-yarder from the same Martin. Boggle
then came back to intercept a
pass anti ramble 50-yards for a
TD and Don Bowcutt closed the
farce with a 20-yard scoring pass
from Martin.
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Hoopsters Drill
For Cal Bears

Finest Automotive Maintenance
Excellent Lubrication
Fast, Courteous Service
Convenient
If you’re late for class, we’ll park your car for you

STATE SHELL SERVICE
98 SOUTH FOURTH
Across from Student Union

CY 5-8968

"Oh, darling, at last, my own
hooded sweatshirt ... and with
a ’belly-warmer’, too."
No need to yet your hon walk through the
quad in her maidenform any more. NOT
when you can get a hooded sweatshirt for

29’*

This heavy quality swatthat comas ;n white, red, gray, yellow
and blue (hides the beer stains).

STORE FOR MEN

. . . 46 SOUTH MARKET
forget, this one has a "bellrwarmer"

9 aSI100 HATT
EL RANCHO

SPARTAN
"Operation Madball"
Jack Lernmon

Kathern Grant

"Restless Breed"
Anne Bancroft
Scott Brady
MAYFAIR
2 BIG ONES!
"Joker Is Wild"
Stewing Frank Sinatra
plus

"Operation Madball"

"OMAR KHAYYAM**
Debra Paget
Cornel Wilde
"3 FACES OF EVE"
Joanne Woodward
David Wayne
"JAMES DEAN STORY"
W11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111110110

STUDIO
"PAL JOEY"
Frank Sinatra
Rita Hayworth
Kim Novak
1111.1(1111111111111111111111pimpiiiiiiiiii
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Frosh Coach Stu Inman, one of the Golden Raiders’ all-time hoop
standouts, scouted the Bears and was impressed with the play of Don
McIntosh and Earl Robinson.

WILDE
JEAN

WALLACE.

ife _Devits

1

plus "STOWAWAY GIRL"

vision ssiit in.lu,i,’ a

Di-

fraternity

swimming meet and both Md..pendent

Greek

and

basketball

leagues.
The swimming meet will be held
on Wednesday. Dec. 18 and the
events will be as follows 50-yard
free style, 50-yard back-stroke,
50-yard breast -stroke, 75-yard individual medley, 100-yard I r e estyle, and 100-yard relay.
Independent basketball will begin on Jan. 6 and Greek basketball On Feb. 28. Entry forms must
be submitted to the men’s gym
prior to Dec. 19. An entry fee of
$S should also be paid to the Office
of Student Affairs and the receipt
from this payment must accompany each entry form.

Tickets on Sale Today for .
THE WORLD IS ROUND
by Salacrou
Performances December 6, 7, 12 - 14
College Theatre

General $1.00

Students 50c

Box Office Open 1 - 5 Daily
-11,-erM!!

2801 Stevens Creek Road,
Son lose

110,11111f%

CAR WASH

PRACTICAL GIFT

$1.00 WITH COUPON
2 MINUTE CAR WASH
225 N. MARKET ST.

MeINTOSH *WAS REGULAR
McIntosh, with 10 points against the alumni, is a 6-6 senior trim,
Alhambra who was a regular on last season’s PCC champion Beau
team until he was injured. He hits well from the outside and has a
good variety of shots.

AT A
PRACTICAL PRICE
4

PIZZA GARDENS
We Cofer to Parties

Finest Pizza in the World

med in some quarters for Ali-America honors.

If

1347 McKEE ROAD
CV 2.9753

Despite being only 6-1. Robby has rubber legs and is one of (’al’s
top rebounders. He averaged 12 points per game last season.
DALTON SURPRISES
A surprise for Cal in the alumni tilt was Bob Dalton, a 6-3 junior
who did not score in four varsity games last season. He recorded 12
points against the alums.

*

For Fun and Health

Rent a Bike
Lightweight & Bicycles for 2

McPherson may alter his lineup for the Bears. Ins starters
slll come from Eddie Diaz, Don Rye, (ill Egeland, Mary Branstrom, Arney Lundquist and Ned Fitzgerald.

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 THE ALAMEDA
CYpress 3 9766

"Our defense wasn’t good and our offense was far from smooth,"
McPherson countered after the Gator game. "Diaz played a good second half but he vi as mediocre in the first half."

5495

SANTA CRUZER
DIAZ HIT 18
Diaz led the Spartans’ last -half charge and hit 18 points for highpoint honors. He scored just four points in the first half.

WOOL
SHIRTS

Diaz. Branstrom

and Egela nil suffered defensise 111111Wrig
during different phases of the game. Don Its’, although getting
only three points, delivered a tough (1..14.n/sive shooing.

In the SJS TV’s 64-60 win over their SFS counterparts, Jim Emhree and Jon Harris turned in good performances. Both of these boys
might wiggle into the varsity lineup this week.

Matching Jacket

Firm leather soles, rubber heels.

STORE HOURS

and

Mondays - 12:00 to 9:30 P.M.

COLLEGE SHOP

Thor-ila’s and Fridays 9:30 A.M.

321 SOUTH FIRST

Tuetala,N,

(Across f,ons Hres I

ADVERTIMERs

and made to fit.

BOY’S STORE

CHECK THESE NAME BRANDS:

Rob Roy

Hickock
Santa Griner
Wings

ALL

styled with a flair

1495

Members of the SJ.i soccer team
are n.quested to rcport to coach
Julie Menendez Monday at 4 p
it the San Carlos. Sl. entrance t.
Mens’ Gymnasium for a team
p,cture.
%TRONIZE Our

Chances are every man on your list will
be pleased with these slippers. They’re

SANTA CRUZER

Soccer Meeting

DINNERS a to carte
from $1.30
Bayshore at Julian

Slippers

11"

DOUBLE DRIBBLESThe referees, like both teams, showe,!
a need of work in the Spartan-liator tilt ... The Gators hit a cool
48 per cent from the floor as compared to the Spartans’ 42 per cent ...
Cal uses its guards on the post at times, which might befuddle SJS’
defense ... The Rears have classy outside men in Robinson, Al Ruch,
footballer Joe Rapp and Bernie Simpson ... Stanford’s John Arrillaga
looks like one if the best cagers at Palo Alto in years . . . His
points pushed the Purity Kids past St. Mary’s, 64-60 and he’s onl.,
a sophomore! ...The locals trek to Eugene next week for a two-gain,
set with Oregon. who dropped its opener to Oregon State, 60-55 ...
Charlie Franklin is the top Dirk He ateraceil 16-per -tilt last season.

HAN’I,NLY FOOD
FOR PARTIES
PlIoNt: CY 3.1682

Smart, Two -Tone

Completely Washable

Don Juan
Allen A

$19.95
$10.95

NI‘IIIIISlia

a,

Saturdays

to 9:30 P.M.

9:30 A.M. to 5:30 I’ I.

HATS
SHOES
SUITS
SLACKS
SWEATERS
SPORT COATS
Campus Represaintetivii
BENNY RAMIREZ

WOOL

FLANNEL SLAX

$9.95

GORDONS

OWN] IF
T
Sr V. ’7 10 tr,
"Most Noble Lady"
"Paris Incident"

Spurts

Regular Pro(e $1 25

ALL WOOL
CAR COATS
CORD SPORTS COATS
"This Could Be The Nite"
"Annie Get Your Gun"

Intramural

Max Coley in his office as soon I
11%

1,SIWIII111111111111111111111111110111111111

Parep.e., 0.
CONNEL

sec-

the

Valley Fair

The locals meet Cal tomorrow night in Berkeley anti McPherson
hopes his lads get back on the track. The Bears waltzed to an easy
63-49 win over their alumni Tuesday night.

being I

Ciona

placed

All freshinen football I e it in
member% are asked I is ,41.1. It I Ine 11

Robinson turned down a $40,000 baseball contract to finish
school. Possessing one of the country’s best long jump shots, hc’s

HOFFMANN’S

DV

behind Theta

Walker, aided by Art Lambert,
Knitted the 5.15 frost’ In an out
standing 13 wins -2 Isis’. ea..on
mark. In their milk tournek at’
tton.
the Spa rt:thithrr placed
third in the junior 111.1.101i of
the Pacific Assn. AAU Tourna-

SJS won, 67-56, but Coach Walt McPherson was not turning
handsprings with delight. The defense was flimsy, passing was poor
and in general, the Spartans were taut.

THE GASOLINE WITH TCP

ERIC

the fraternity howling

sponsored

Other eents to be

by

ment,
Lonnie Christensen led the frosh
By RANDIE E. POE
in scoring with 53 goals. Preston
Brunst tallied 32 goals, while Dave
The Spartan basketball club didn’t exactly blend like scotch and Dinelli hail a season total of 23
soda in its opener Tuesday night against San Francisco State.

torl%
SHELL’

only

WIIl

30’ goals.
Defensive standout Rich Donn, recently was elected varsity cap
tam, succeeding Roger McCandless who suffered a mid season in !
jury. Donner’s younger bort her
Merv, also a goalie, was electe,!
frosh captain.

Spartan forward Ned Fitzgerald hits a jump shot against San
Francisco State Tuesday. night as Bill Aires (III and Nary Kenny.
attempt vainly Ni block it. 5.15 won 67-36 In season opener, meeting Cal t. ,,,, rroo night in Iterkeley.photo by Mason Brown.

OFFICIAL
BRAKE STA.
No. 231

540 S. FIRST ST. CY 2-7864

of

ond with 2392 pins. only 20 pins

junior, pared the sarIty polokt
In the neoring department oith
61 goals, 10 better than second
piney finisher, Dale Andre-kiln,
uhp had 31. K.(’. Cooper had

OPEN
SATURDAY
MORNINGS

c)eh.m.:ce

seri..%

344

Chi’s 2412 total.
finisher put together games of
sixth conseiruthe year highligh163-206-175 to also take high honted S a n Jose state’s Yarsityfor the day. Ron Gerevas. Bid
ors
55
a.’,
re%%Inch
.aam.n
water 1)010
Harvey, Bob Grist and Dick Zimcently concluded.
Coach Charlie Walker’s vaisity merman also bowled for the winaggregation posted 14 victories
against six setbacks to record one
Bill Chalkly bowled the high
of its most successful seasons. This series for DU with a 519, and
year
20th
year marked Walker’s
Frank Hoak bowled a 527 to lead
as Spartan water polo mentor.
the third place Delta Snot and
The San Jose State club nabbed Mack Porterfield rolled a 516 serthree wins in succession in bag- ies for the fourth place ETs.
ging the State College title’ Tin
Theta Xi’s Stee White rolled
Spartans have won the crown the day’s highest game, a 213
every year since the tournament total.
was first played in 1951.
Pete Ueberreth, high-scoring

With but Me men: Mel

all over

the

championship.

By JOHN SALAMIDA
’tletory in the state College
Water Polo Tournament for the

assisted to the sidelines, decided

to go to

111)

Bud Brusher, Theta Chi ,ester-

For This Small Charge We

Get those
Brakes Adjusted
NOW!

.

!series of plays, Poe made up for
his error by trapping Bill Martin in the end zone fur two
points. The half ended at 8-2.
and at this point, scribes Jim
Ileaeh and Conrail Mueller, both
so beat out that they had to be

BRAKE
$150
ADJUSTMENT I

Don’t wait until
its too late.

11 I;Ai

cpartatt cpoptki

’Polo Teams Bud Brasher High
Terminate Theta Chi Cops Pin Win
Top Seasons

CREDIT DEPARTMENT STORE
119

SOUTH 1RST

CYpress 3.1515

OPEN EVERY NIGHT Ill, V Oe

,

199 So. 1st

Corner of San Antonio

NO MONEY DOWN

TAKE
UP TO ONE YEAR
TO PAY ON A
BUDGET
CHARGE ACCOUNT

roieeeret rr

’AHOY, MR. CHRISTIAN’

1’15" ’

Personal Interviews Sacramento Alumni Hold Conference,
For Spring Grads Endorse Changes in Athletic Program
Now Being Offered

Speech and Drama Classes
To Preseni Oral Readings
Readersil be from the classes
The tool Reading classes of the t
Speech and Drama Department ; of Mrs. Noreen Mitchell. Dr. Las% will present the second Reading
rence Mo uat and Alde n Smith ;.
Hour of the fall semester today at
the speech staff.
4 p.m in the Studio Theatre.
The program will include Roger
The e.ent will he free of charge
Herristedt, "The Celebrated Juni;

Student Nurses
Join Rehab Team

HEnnEoy

BuslrlEsi

m ullets
ffPflAnDO C4 2 150

RENT A TYPEWRITER
12,1
SPECIAL STUDENT
1 ;)
RATE. 3 MONTHS

Auto Repair
General
IA&M

A uto Repair

Automatic Tressrn,ss on Spec7elt5
CY 5-4247
Student Rates
456 E. San Salvador, San Jose

cc

Mosaic Tile Demonstration
Friday

a+

Interviews with all January graduates who are not education maxim. Purpose of the interviews is

H.E.

Exploring the ocean floor oft Pitealn Island, Lu is 5V arden,
photographer for National Geographic magazine, is shoun di
covering the last resting place of the Bounty. a British ship which
was scuttled and horned in I-190 hy mutinee rs. A n oarlock and a
rudder pintle lie in the foreground.photo by International.

students

ha

been

annual SJS

leadership

that I

students applied itir coun-

selor positions.
Members of the Sparta Camp

training

are

camp, according to Dick Robinson,

Committee

director.

Penne McClenanhan, assistant di-

Those selected were Mickey Simonet,

Liz

Bell,

Shirley Reith,

Jeanne McHenry, Barbara John son, Jan Heter, Charlene Shattuck,
Sylvia Staub Joan Bihler, Carol
’
Sandell, Paula Kessemeier, Donna
Scheiber, Mary Lu Odegard, Karen
Brooks, Bunny Robinson. ’Lynn
McDonald, Marilyn Lloyd, Sandra
Creech, Vivienne Andres. Mary
Ann Miller and Christina Richards.

Robinson, director;

rector; Gerry Wion, assistant director in charge of programing;
Bob Foy.
assistant
director in
charge of arrangeMents; Margie
Jackson, publicity; Terry Galvin,
secretary; Bill Douglas. student re
presentative; Bill Hardy, student
representative; Dr. Lyle Edmison,
faculty adviser; Jack Holland, faculty consultant; Mrs. Lois Henderson, faculty consultant; Dean Rosb:IrttanMt aartin, adbmBinairsotrnatiaodnIninicons:
tration consultant.

our

t.

Independent Housing Council,
.mportant
ii:eeting.
today, 4:30
;) m.. Room
T.
Religion -in -Life Week, commit ’on chairmen. meeting. today. 3:30
p m.. Student "Y.’
Simla! Affairs Committee, meet today. :; ;0 p of. Room 117.
,iiident Christian Center, party
all students, Friday, 8 p.m.,
student Christian Center.

Bitr,

CY 2-1447

Al AREAS F/NESTateDIEPARTMENTS

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

I

I

on

acaae,v in apt. -tar man.
One
$22.50. :101 So 5th CY 7-1758

Mee,

Large, clean morns, gist
beds, desks. linens laundered
shower, TV, phone. kitch.
After
$25 mo. 277 No. 5th St
5 P M
"Sew completely furnished apartments. Will accommodate groups
of 3 or 4 students 452 S. Fourth
St Girls preferred. Please call Mr
John Di Manto.
’i3 -bedroom apt., neat
available Dec. 20. Alen
1-780;1_
Private Iltinat for Male. Kovli
prtv., linen, $22.00. 633 S. 5th Si.

Brawny!

STADIUM
5
JACKETS.... 195
Note th man si se shawl scs’lar and
weesthalok jarnvos leather trim wutosi

No hotter style in stadium
jackets than this bold and
bulky beauty! Shawl collai
and cuff with contrasting big -

stitch stripe! Real leather on
the pocketsan extra he-niar,
touch! All wool Inchon Ili
silver grey or charcoal. Small

to extra large.

Pegasus, Epsilon
Ela
Sigma,
-Tieaker, Stanford Whitmore, tonight. 730. Student Union. All
English ma ittrs and minors invited.
Sigma Delta Chi, meeting, tonight. 7 :30, home of Charles Kaptten, 2201 Peachtree En., San Jose.
liledges invited.
‘Itirtall

85
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOU!Liii

Chi, meeting. tonight.

2801 STEVENS CREEK ROAD

1 "an t_z

Son Jose

Sewing. Let me make your formals and party dresses. Call CY
P.m. 413. 4:30-5:30 P.M.
eon.’ to drive ear to LA. ot
ltakeisfield. immed. CY 3-7538.

I Man to share 2-Isedmi. apt. 48:’
loth $25. CY 3-0141.
.
Room to share with girl student.
: Kitchen privileges. 465. 5th.

54ai

For a new you this season, let us restyle your hair
and give you that gay, holiday look. Start at your
top for an exciting glamorous season.

Make Your Appointments Now
STYLE CUTS
STYLE SETS

COSTA’S
SALON OF
257 SO. FIRST STREET

--"NNIU411411

Binocular Flask

5

pritat.114 t"i0).4

3.95

ooi hie feel binoculars

Tie and Belt Sets

5.00

Mulching. bolted.

Crew Sweaters
Long Leather Shoe Horn from 82..95
50
Car Coats
from 19.95
I arqost solaction in S

Sport Coats
3

from 29.95

4 Buhons.

And all your Ivy -League Gifts from
your Campus Store

ART CLE 1NERS
398 E. SANTA CLARA

11ii ed male Students to sharp
lid, in house with 2 others. $411
per month. 894 So. 3rd St.

SPECIALTY
I HOUR SERVICE

with_your
ASII CARD

’1’11,1.:

CYpress 2-3640

A few of the many gift selections:

by

15%

3 00

Week Special
PERMANENTS
7.50

BROWSING ENCOURAGED

WORK OF 114T

DISCOUNT

2 50

Early

And many other styles.

our

41411’

’Nor-

LAY-AWAYS INVITED

Iii pliblirall14 organize- ;
tenieht. 7, Room

SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS

uilI

leg ht.i

OPEN EVERT NIGHT UNTIL CHRISTMAS

r ’ding, today, 3:30 to
ilgeman’s Recreation

w.,tited Typing of all kinds
...File rates. 487 N. 2nd. CY

air

holiday

mosher s

WANTICD

2-57r

HOURS: 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. including SUNDAYS

SANTA’S ARRIVED AT

conference,

5% %
renal*, ’today, 3:30 to
\\’,.1.it’t Gym.

409 E. Santa Clara near 9th Street

If OUR’

E.ach setticster. Alpha I Slit Sigma, national honorary accounting
!society, awards to outstanding accounting students certificates of
; achievement from Pres. John T.
Wahlquist.
New members will be honored
; at a spaghetti dinner today at 7:30
’p.m. at the Women’s Club. Guest
speakers will be Lee Porter and
Milton Froning of Shell Oil Co.
I
Honor roll members are: James
ID. Bird, Werner Grosshans, Hari
ry Hindman and Harold Kuhler.
Persons on the honor, roll for the
; second time are Alfred E. Altmann. Tom Bosxler, Kenneth El ward, Joyce Fauquet,
Roger H.
; King. J. Bruce McCahan and Byron Puffer.

Thirty (Ilia It, speaker. Ron
Schmidt will report on NMI
rei.itions national
to11:4111 7 spartan Daily Office.

VALLEY FAIR

ADA’S LAUNDERETTE

Accounting Students
To Receive Awards

Student "V", Asilomar conferonce registration fee of $13 now
due. Registration blanks available
it Student "Y." 205 S. 9th St.

X% % S

10c DRY

15c WASH

Epsilon Pi Tau
Elects Chairman

:211.

KALE

’49 Ford for sale,- WM. 67 So. 9th
Male students to share I!
with same. Kitchen piettleges $30 Apt. A. CY 7-6395.
mo. 720 S. :Ird. CY 5-S121, Late, Late ’33 VW stun Roof. All extras
New cond. $1450. 345 No. 6111
5 P.M.
- -Apt ’2
2 Vacancies, large. compl. house
Shared male stdnts. 281 So. 11th ’31 Ford Pickup, Hyd. Brakes. Co.
’shift, 285. CY 7-1987.
CT 5-9%9.

Orl"

Also chosen were Bill Sturgeon,
Bill Bjorge, Bob Young, Bob McHeber A. Sotzin, head of the
Clenahan, Al Walburg, Curtis Lull.
MEETINGSDr.
Industrial Arts Department at San
Theodore Petters, Larry Lack,
Jose State College. has been electPaul Bush, Ron Robinson. Dale
Alpha Eta Sigma. spaghetti din ed to the chairmanship of the
Scott, Bill McClean, Jerry Siebes,
Chuck Miller, Jerry Sydney, Dick ner, honor roll members will be board of trustees of Epsilon Pi
honored, tonight, 7:30. Woman’s Tau, international honorary prol Larsen,rgDave
.r7ehnr. sivt iean a,
fessional fraternity in industrial
Griffin.A
Club, 75 S. 11th St.
BoyntonarW
ad Paul Thilgen.
Amateur Radio Club-WRYL, arts and industrial vocational edmeeting to plan Mr handling of ucation.
Robinson said that he feels this
He will represent Epsilon Pi
Christmas messages and club picyear’s Sparta Camp. which will be
Tau by advising on international
nic. today. 2 p m.. Student Union.
held March 8 and 9 at Asilomar,
: developments and serices, as well
Bible Study, Book of Ephesians,
will be better than ever. He also
as by conferring regularly with
today, 12:30 pm., Student Chrisstated that he was very pleased
: professional leaders both in the
tian Center.
United States and abroad.
Canterbury Club. guest speaker. ;
Dr. Sotzin has been head of the
tither John bald.... in, 011C, Sun- ;Industrial Arts Department at SJ1.iy, 7 p.m.. Student Christian SC shier. I ’gig
’enter.

Hawaiian Club,
meeting,
’tight, 6:30. Student "Y."

112 SOUTH 2ND

Hintergardt, teacher placement ofSmall kitchen appliances designTHISXOUPON GOOD FOR
ed to help the homemaker are cur- ficer, has announced.
Teaching candidates who will
rently on display in the Home EcoON ANY PURCHASE
nomics Building. The use of "me- graduate in June may pick up
OF $3,75 OR MORE
chanical servants" to achieve a their files now, in the Placement
more efficient utilization of wom- Office, Room 235 in the Adminis525 E. Santa Clara
en’s time and energy in the kit- tration Building.
chen
has
been an
important
DINNER SPECIAL
change in the past century.
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS or
Electrical appliances from an
HAMBURGER STEAK with BROWN GRAVY
iron to an automatic knife sharpPOTATOES
SOUP
ener will be on display until
BREAD II BUTTER
VEGETABLE
Large Bottle of t5431 .15
Christmas vacation.
Miss Anna Loze, associate professor of home economics, said,
"Women’s functions in the home
have steadily changed. The in creased mechanization of household tools and equipment has reduced the amount of time necessary that a woman has to give to
Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
545 S. 2nd St.
her kitchen and other household
activities."

Ed Eby, Florist

CSTA,
Thalent-faculty
lunch in. previre;-ly scheduled for Fri ;lay, has been cancelled.

Apt Ae
11,_ . root CO.
& VI LI

"It will be perfect for students
completed them and returned them who want a quick cup of coffee
Ito the Placement Office, are asked on the way to class," according to
Helen Pincus, president.
to do so as soon as possible, B. C.

$1.00

Counselors Chosen For Sparta Camp;
Dates Set for arch 8, 9, at Asilomar
chosen to counsel at Sparta Camp,

Appliances

Featured i n Display

Saturday

g

Hot coffee will be sold from
9:20 to 10:30 a.m, today and tomorrow outside the south door of
the Home Economics Building. The
coffee hour is sponsored by Eta
teaching ;4: thlttates who
Epsilon, home economics social
received their confidential club.

Placement Office
Seeks Grad Files
have

CH 8-4171

78 VALLEY FAIR

Home Ec Group
Holds Coffee Sale

placement files but have not yet

NEW VALLEY FAIR STORE

Oil Of TNE

is

quaint them with what the Placement Office has to offer them in
their major fields, Murphy said.
Letters have been mailed to all
January graduates concerned, telling them when they may make appointments for the interviews.
The program will be repeated
next semester for June non -teaching graduates.

VI AV E. YOU TR I ED THEIOUVP,E
MISS JONES ?
MUSIC N ELY
EXCEPT MONDAY
moimmommonsimosumis
554- VV. SANTA CLARA
AT THE UNDER,PASS
BESIDE THE MERMAID

Thursday

officer,

Mark Twain; Dianne Beatty, "Le

Student designed trays, mea
boards and nut bouts of
gouged nood are currently featur- i in showcases in the downstairs
;II of the old section of the 11.1ry and in one showcase in the
section.
The display is entirely a student
;iject in the beginning woodwork
class of James N. Casey, associate
professor of industrial arts. Both
men and women are enrolled in
the class.
Articles were made to demonate how wood will
pond to
ting and tools.
Casey considers that the display
emplifies that industrial arts is
ing up to its name in the cate.ty of art. "The designing and
.ting of these objects is related
wood sculpture." he said

CYpress 7-7297
1617 POMONA AVENUE

placement

now conducting 15 minute personal

to counsel the graduates, and ac-

Students Design
Woodwork Show

Jerry’s Body Shop

ndustrial

ing Frog of Calaveras County," I

and Times of Archie and Mehii
I Mier by Don Marquis: Karen Lodes. "The hansom of Iftsi Chief."
by O’Henry.
members of the Fairmont Reha’
Clark Mires. "Let’s Keep Christ.
bilitation Center health team this ;
man." by Peter Marshal I: and
week in Oakland, according to re- three sections ’from Stephen VinPorts from the Nursing Depart- cent Benet’s "John Brown’s Bomem office.
dy": "Sally Dupre" by Yvonne
Students will be caring for pa- ; Jackson. "Lucy Weatherby" by
tients in respirators. attending Dorinda Jones and -Introduction"
speech rehabilitation conferences by Russell Holcomb.
and participating in occupational
The reading is part of a series
and physical therapy.
presented annually by students in
Purpose of the program. a part the beginning Oral Reading class of medical nursing, is to empha- Ie;
size the returning of patients to
Ch:’ ’
useful social positions
and adult patients will be s,
and modern nursing methods
served
4 r+Cat 12
NG SER. C
COMPLETE AUTO PAINTIN

Richard E. Muyphy, business and
I

Thompso fl secretary -treasurer.
class of 1935.
Robert Stone, class of 1937, was
chairman of the meeting. R. E. At
nolds. president of the Alumni
Assn.. gave a talk on the growing
pains of the college, in relation
to the alumni. The Choraliers. under the direction of William J.
Officers of the chapter, elected Erlendson, professor of music. preat the meeting. are: Toni Wright, sented entertainment.
president, class of 1949; Karl Evans, first vice president, class of
1942; Don Camp, second vice president, class. rif 1931 and Phyllis

-Sacramento chapter members of
the San Jose State Alumni Assn..
at their initial meeting in Sacramento, Nov. 26, voted to endorse
the movement to better the athletic program at SJS.
Forty-five people attended the
meeting. The oldest grad present
was a member of the class of 1903.

moler’s for men
121 SOUTH FOURTH STRUT (Down the Alley)
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